
- A governance action ID. 
- A role.
- A governance credential witness for the role
- An anchor for information(as defined above) 
   that is relevant to the vote.                                                                             

      

CIP-1694 in a nutshell

Must include:
- a deposit amount.
- a reward address. 
- an anchor(as defined above) for
  any metadata that is needed to
  justify the action.

Must include:
- a deposit amount.
- a reward address.
- an anchor(as defined above) for any
  metadata that is needed to justify the
  action.
- a set of key hashes.
- a positive quorum number.

Must include:
- a deposit amount.
- a reward address.
- an anchor(as defined above) for any
  metadata that is needed to justify the
  action.
- a hash digest of the Constitution
  document.

Must include:
- a deposit amount.
- a reward address
- an anchor(as defined above) for any
  metadata that is needed to justify the
  action.
- a hash digest value (Previous
  governance ID of this type.)
- the new major protocol version,
  which must be one greater than the
  current version. 

Must include:
- a deposit amount.
- a reward address.
- an anchor(as defined above) for any
  metadata that is needed to justify the
  action.
- a hash digest value (Previous
  governance ID of this type.)
- the changed parameters.

Must include:
- a deposit amount.
- a reward address.
- an anchor(as defined above) for any
  metadata that is needed to justify
  the action.
- a map from stake credentials to a
  positive number of lovelace.

Motion of no-confidence

Any ada holders will be allowed to submit a governance action.

New constitutional commitee and/or 
threshold

Updates to the constitution Treasury withdrawalsHard fork initiation Protocol parameter changes

Normal 
state

State of no-
confidence

Who can vote?

DReps

SPOs                 

Consitutional committee

Voting

For DReps, the number of votes that are cast 
(whether 'Yes', 'No' or 'Abstain') is proportional 

to the Lovelace that is delegated to them at 
the point the action is checked for ratification. 

Votes from unregistered DReps count as 
having zero stake.

For SPOs, the number of votes that are cast 
(whether 'Yes', 'No' or 'Abstain') is proportional 
to the Lovelace that is delegated to them at the 

point the action is checked for ratification. 
Votes from unregistered SPOs count as having 

zero stake.

For constitututional committee members, each 
current committee member has one vote.  The 
committee threshold (the fraction of 
committee `Yes` votes that are required to 
ratify governance actions) is not fixed and
can also be varied by the governance action.

DReps SPOs Constitutional committee

       Note that an explicit vote to abstain
     differs from abstaining from voting.
    Unregistered stake that did not vote 

behaves like an 'Abstain' vote, while 
registered stake that did not vote behaves like 

a 'No' vote.

Building a transaction

Sign and submit the vote

Epoch boundary
Given that 1 or more governance actions have had votes that meet their threshold, we can now move on to the 

ratification process. The previous action hash enforces order within a group.  In case of conflict, earlier actions are considered 

before later ones. 

R
at

if
ic

at
io
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¨Dropped¨
This governance action (Tresury 

Withdrawal) has been dropped. Two 
governance actions were ratified 

during epoch boundary and one of 
them is a motion of no-confidence. 

Therefore, the action of tresury 
withdrawal is dropped without even 

being ratified. Despite all this, 
unfortunately, this would not have 

been the case, since this governance 
action (tresury withdrawal) would 

expire if it did not have enough yes 

votes by the deadline (See below)

(Deposits are returned since the action is 
finalized)

¨Dropped¨
This result may seem strange. But a 

particular rule applies to our situation 
given that we have more than one 

governance action and that this 
action(protocol parameter changes) 

nevertheless met its voting threshold. 
It should have been ratified during this 

Epoch boundary, but:

‘’Enactment of a successful motion of 
no-confidence invalidates all other 
not yet enacted governance actions 

(whether or not they have been 
ratified), causing them to be 

immediately dropped without ever 
being enacted.’’

(Deposits are returned since the action is 
finalized)

¨Ratified¨
Given the largely positive outcome of 

this governance action, it is ratified 
and its enactment will be immediate 

because of its type. The other two will 
be automatically invalidated and the 

constitutional committee is considered 
to be in a state of no-confidence

(Deposits are returned since the action is 

finalized).

Epoch boundary

Actions that have been ratified in the current epoch are prioritized as follows for enactment:

En
ac

tm
en

t

¨Expired¨
     Although this was not the case in any of the 

previous examples, an action that doesn't collect 
sufficient ‘Yes’ votes before its deadline is said to 
have expired.(the deadline is to be determined). I 

therefore believe it is important to mention it 
here.

(Deposits are returned if the action is expired)

Updated from 2023-05-15 
commit (stale prose regarding 

who votes on a new CC)

¨ENACTED¨

The governance bodies

Dreps are identified by:

- a verification key (Ed25519)
- a native or Plutus script

Stake pool operators 
(SPOs)

  Ada holders
Must include:

- the DRep ID to which the stake should be 
delegated.

- the stake credential for the delegator.

Delegate Representatives (DReps)

Vote delegation certificateDRep retirement certificate

Must include:
- a DRep ID
- the epoch number after which the Drep
  will retire.

- Not participating on governance
- Not a part of the active voting stake
- Will still be considered for the purpose of the 
*Incentives to delegate voting stake*

Pre-defined DRep (Abstain)

- Vote ‘Yes’ on every ‘No Confidence’ action
- Vote ‘No’ on every other action
- Will be a part of the active voting stake 
- Will still be considered for the purpose of the 
*Incentives to delegate voting stake*

Pre-defined DRep (no-confidence)

Must include:
- a DRep ID.
- an anchor.

An anchor is a pair of:
- a URL to a JSON payload of metadata.
- a hash of the contents of the metadata URL.

DRep registration certificate

The ada 
holders who 

decided not to 
delegate.

You can delegate to:

Two states at all time:

- a normal state
- a state of no-confidence

Constitutional 
committee

Must include:
- a deposit amount.
- a reward address.
- an anchor(as defined above) for any
  metadata that is needed to justify
  the action.

*Info* is an action that has no effect 
on-chain, other than an on-chain 

record.
Examples:
- ratifying a CIP.
- deciding on the genesis file for a
  new ledger era.
- recording initial feedback for futur
  governance actions.

Information

Who can vote?

DReps

SPOs                 

Consitutional committee

Protocol parameters groups.

Consists of:
- maximum block body size
  (‘maxBBSize’)
- maximum transaction size
  (‘maxTxSize’)
- maximum block header size
  (‘maxBHSize’)
- maximum size of a serialized asset
  value (‘maxValSize’)
- maximum script execution units in a
  single transaction (‘maxTxExUnits’)
- maximum script execution units in a
  single block (‘maxBlockExUnits’)

The network group.

Consists of :
- minimum fee coefficient (‘minFeeA’)
- minimum fee constant (‘minFeeB’)
- delegation key Lovelace deposit
  (‘keyDeposit’)
- pool registration Lovelace deposit
  (‘poolDeposit’)
- monetary expansion (‘rho’)
- treasury expansion (‘tau’)
- minimum fixed rewards cut for pools
  (‘minPoolCost’)
- minimum Lovelace deposit per byte of
  serialized UTxO (‘coinsPerUTxOByte’)
- price of Plutus execution units
  (‘prices’)

The economic group.

Consist of:
- pool pledge influence (‘a0’)
- pool retirement maximum epoch
  (‘eMax’)
- desired number of pools (‘nOpt’)
- Plutus execution cost models
  (‘costModels’)
- maximum number of collateral inputs
  (‘maxCollateralInputs’)
- proportion of collateral needed for
  scripts (‘collateralPercentage’)

The technical group.

Consists of :
- governance voting thresholds
  (P1,P2a,P2b,P3,P4,P5a,P5b,P5c,P6,P7,
   Q1,Q2b,Q4)
- Constitutional Committee term limits
- governance action expiration
- governance action deposit
  (‘govDeposit’)
- Drep deposit amount (‘drepDeposit’)

The governance group.

Who can vote?

DReps

SPOs                 

Consitutional committee

Who can vote?

DReps

SPOs                 

Consitutional committee

Who can vote?

DReps

SPOs                 

Consitutional committee

          
        In a state of no-confidence, the current

      committee is no longer able to participate 
in governance actions and must be replaced 

before any governance actions can be 
ratified. Any outstanding governance actions 
are dropped immediately after the protocol 
enters a state of no-confidence, and will not 

be enacted.

Some actions will be enacted immediately (i.e. at the same epoch boundary they are ratified), others are 
enacted only on the following epoch boundary.

2. New constitutional committee or change to the threshold

1. Motion of no-confidence

3. Updates to the constitution

4. Hard fork initiation

5. Protocol parameter changes

6. Treasury withdrawals

7. Information

Immediate
EnactmentGovernance action type

Immediate
Immediate

Next epoch boundary

Next epoch boundary

Immediate
Immediate

         Each newly elected constitutional
        committee will have per-member 

term limits. Per-member limits allow for a 
rotation scheme, such as a third of the 
committee expiring every year. Expired 

members can no longer vote. Member can 
also willingly resign early, which will be 

marked on-chain as an expired member.

      Note that the term limit is
      calculated at the point the 

committee is elected. Any change in the 
underlying protocol parameter only 

affects the term that applies to future 
committees, and does not change the 

term of the current committee.

    The Cardano constitution is a text
    document that defines Cardano's

       shared values and guiding principles.
The constitution will remain an off-chain 

document whose hash digest value will be 
recorded on-chain.

At this stage   = informational document
At later stage = smart-contract based set
                             of rules.

       Note that an anchor is a pair of:

         - a URL to a JSON payload of
           metadata.
         - a hash of the contents of the
           metadata URL.

Governance actions

           The system will automatically
          enter a state of no-confidence 

when the number of non-expired
committee members falls below 

the minimal size of the committee.
For example, a committee of size 
five with a quorum of three and 
two expired members can still

pass governance actions if all of 
non-expired members vote `Yes`.

However, if one more member 
expires then the system enters a 

state of no-confidence,
since the two remaining members 
are not enough to meet quorum.

       Enactment for Info actions is a
      null action, since they do not have 

any effect on the protocol.

Governance state examples  Each of these voting thresholds is a governance
parameter. The initial thresholds should be chosen

       by the Cardano community as a whole. It may make sense 
for some or all thresholds to be adaptive with respect to the 

lovelace that is actively registered to vote. For example, a 
threshold could vary between 51% for a high level of 

registration and 75% for a low level registration.

When a governance action is successfully submitted to 
the chain, its progress will be tracked by the ledger 

state. In the example below, these three governance 
actions will be ratified at the same time and the 

following will be tracked:

- the governance action ID                                                   - the total Yes/No/Abstain votes of the Constitutional Committee for this action                                                 
- the epoch that the action expires                                    - the total Yes/No/Abstain votes of the Dreps for this action
- the deposit amount                                                            - the total Yes/No/Abstain votes of the SPOs for this action
- the rewards address that will receive the deposit
  when it is returned

Governance action example A
Type: tresury withdrawal

Governance action example B
Type: protocol parameter 

changes

Governance action example C
Type: motion of no-confidence

  Constitutional committee votes = 

DReps votes = Yes 89%, No 9%, Abstain 2%

(Dreps threshold of this example=  51%)

DReps votes = Yes 92%, No 7%, Abstain 1%
(Dreps threshold of this example=  51%)

SPOs votes = Yes 99%, No 1%, Abstain 0%
(SPO threshold example of the stake held by all stake pools = 51%)

SPOs =                               Votes do not apply.

DReps votes = Yes 37%, No 60%, Abstain 3%       
(Dreps threshold of this example=  51%)

   Constitutional committee votes =

SPOs =                             Votes do not apply.

Constitutional committee votes do not apply.

What will be tracked?

Whats in the vote transaction?

Yes AbstainNo Yes AbstainNo Yes AbstainNo

              Votes can be cast multiple times for each governance action
         by a single credential. The credential can also be a script. This

          allows, for example, DAOs to participate and/or the possibility of 
voting with multiple signatures. Correctly submitted votes override 
any older votes for the same credential and role. That is, the voter 

may change their position on any action if they choose. As soon as a 
governance action is ratified, voting ends and transactions containing 

further votes are invalid.

            
           
           It is possible to elect an empty
         committee if the community wishes
      to abolish the constitutional committee 
entirely. Note that this is different from a 
state of no-confidence and still constitutes 
a governance system capable of enacting 
proposals.

The deposit amount for submitting a governance actions will be added to the deposit 
pot, similar to stake key deposits. It will also be counted towards the stake of the 

reward address it will be paid back to, to not reduce the submitter's voting power to 
vote on their own (and competing) actions.

Registered DReps will need to vote regularly 
to still be considered active. 

Who can vote?

DReps

SPOs                 

Consitutional committee

         The threshold for ratification
         might be different depending on if 

the governance is in a state of 
confidence or a state of no confidence.
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